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Highlights: Q4 & FY 2017
Net Sales

 Q4-17 sales were up 12% y-o-y at MSEK 503 (473), adjusting for currency (-6%)

 Accordingly, FY-17 sales were up 6% y-o-y at MSEK 2,104 (2,004), adjusting for 

currency (-1%) 

 Overall, there was a steady and stable market development in our four 

principal end sectors during FY-17 

 Book-to-bill of 114% suggests underlying demand will continue to improve In 

Q1-18, even after adjusting for fewer working days compared to Q4-17 
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Highlights: Q4 & FY 2017
Net Sales (continued)

 The increased activity levels in the Q4-17 reflect strong demand across our 

core regions of North America and Europe

 The largest y-o-y improvements for Q4-17 were achieved in medium- and 

heavy-duty Truck sales and sales made into the off-highway sectors of 

Agricultural Machinery and Construction Equipment

 For FY-17 the largest end sector for Concentric continued to be trucks, 

representing 43% of the group’s sales, concentrated primarily in North 

America and Europe

 Class 8 Truck sales in North America showed the largest y-o-y growth, as the 

region recovered from the low point in 2015

 European demand for medium- and heavy-duty Trucks in FY-17 showed steady 

improvement, in line with the trend of the previous year

 The end sectors of Construction Equipment and Industrial Applications also 

showed improvement in all geographic areas

 Whilst demand for Agricultural Machinery remained relatively low, there were 

signs of improvement for heavier machinery, particularly in South America
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Highlights: Q4 & FY 2017
Earnings & Dividends

 Q4 and FY-17 reported operating income was MSEK 108 (86) and MSEK 404 

(341) respectively, representing an increase in underlying operating margins 

to 19.6% (17.4) and 18.7% (16.8) respectively, adjusting for restructuring and 

pension related items affecting comparability

 Cash flow generated from operating activities in Q4 increased to MSEK 132 

(100), mainly due to working capital management

 Own share buy-backs in Q4 and FY-17 were MSEK 52 (25) and MSEK 142 (85)

 Proposed dividend of SEK 3.75 (3.50) based on strong financial position
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Summary of financial results
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Q4 & FY 2017 Results
Group Summary
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Q4 & FY 2017 Market Data
End-markets & Regions

7 February 2018

North America

 Increased demand for medium-

and heavy-duty Trucks and 

Agricultural machinery

 Improvement in Construction 

hydraulic equipment sustained

South America

 Continued signs of 

improvement, especially large 

Agricultural machinery

Europe

 Strong demand for off-highway 

end markets

India

 Continued strong growth off-

highway driven by new 

government investment 

initiatives

China

 Signs of improvement continue
Source: Power Systems Research, Off-Highway Research and ITA Q4 2017 updates
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Q4 & FY 2017 Results
Segmental analysis by Region

Americas
 Q4 sales: up 21%* y-o-y

 Q4 book-to-bill: 115%

 North America: sales & EBIT 

improvement driven by 

positive development of 

both diesel engine and 

hydraulics products

 South America: continued 

signs of improvement

Europe & RoW
 Q4 sales: up 8%* y-o-y

 Q4 book-to-bill: 122%

 Europe: steady improvement 

in off-highway end markets

 India: strong local demand

 China: improvement signs, 

especially construction

 Continued strong EBIT 

margins post restructuring 
* Sales growth in constant currency
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Q4 & FY 2017 Results
Robust Financial Position

Cash Flow & Working Cap
 Cash inflow from operations 

in Q4: MSEK 132 (100), which 

represents SEK 3.35 (2.44) 

per share

 Working capital improved to a 

seasonally year-end low point

Net Debt & Gearing
 Re-measurement gains of 

MSEK 58 (losses 59) were 

recognised in pension 

liabilities for FY-17

 Group’s reported net debt 

reduced to MSEK 185 (300), 

representing a year-end 

gearing ratio of 21% (35)

 Continued surplus funds 

excluding pension liabilities
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Q1 2018 Outlook
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Q1 2018 Outlook

7 February 2018

 The level of orders received in Q4-17 indicate that sales in Q1-18 will be

slightly ahead of sales in Q4-17, even after taking account of a seasonal

adjustment for the fewer working days in the last quarter of the year

 Based upon the activity levels experienced towards the end of FY-17 and

considering the market indices weighted for our end markets, FY-18 has the

potential to support further growth

 As we look into the coming year, medium- and heavy-duty Truck markets

seem capable of sustaining the current strong demand levels

 The market outlooks for Construction equipment and Industrial applications

also appear stable

 The global Agricultural machinery market is still recovering but from a

comparatively low base and this may offer further potential for growth

 Concentric remains well positioned, both financially and operationally, to

fully leverage our market opportunities
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Any Questions?


